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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
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* SOME COMME~TS ON THE STATES BETWEEN THE 1/! AND 1/J' 

Michaei S. Chanowitz 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Untversity of California, Berkeley, california 947~0 

and 

Frederick ~. Gilman 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California !}43Q5 

ABSTRACT 

A spjn-parity assignment is made for tlte four even charge conju~ation states 

now probably observed l;letween the 1/J and 1/1'. Consequences forth~ model of the 

new mesons as bound states Qf a new heavy quark and its corJ,"esp~riding antiquark 

are then commented upon. 

* Work supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration. 

(Submitted for publication) 
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A new situation with. respect to the spectroscopy of the new particles has 

epterged with the probaQle observation 1 of four states formed via gamma ray 

decays of the 1/1'(3684). The x (3530), previously found2 as a broader "object" 

in hadronic decay modes, is now resolved1 into separate comP<>nents at - 3500 

and- 3550 MeV. These are presumably identifiable with states at essentially 

the same mass values se~n decaying into yl/! (3095): we call them3 x (3545) and 

x (3505) E Pc. "'' 
5 

Another sta,l;e, x (3455), very likely exists and is seen 

decayi~l into yl/!, but has no cle~ly observed hadronic modes. The x (3410) 

on the other hand is (ound1•2 !fecayuig in many hadronic modes, and is indicated1 

by a monochromatic line in the inclusive gamma ray spectrum6 of the 1/1', but 

is only hinted at in the 'Yifi mode. 1•4 

In the pictur~ of the 1/! , 1/J' , • • • as bound states of a new heavy quark and its 

corresponding antiquark, these even charge conjugation states are most welcome. 

In number they correspond exactly with the p-:.wave states fP2, 3P1, 3P0) and the 

pseudoscalar partner c1s0') of the 1/J' expected from orbital and radial excitation 

of the ground state 1/i and its pseudoscalar partner, X(2.8?). 
4 

In the following, we will stay within the confines of this conventional picture, 

although other theoretical qptions ma:y well be viable. In particular, we assume 

all four x l'!tates exist an,d lp,'e the 3P0 1 2 and 1s0' heavy quark-
, ' 

antiquark bound states and explore the consequences, qualitatively and quanti-

tatively, of making this correspondence. 

We begin by adding to our list of experimental findings two "quasi-facts" 

which are strongly indiqated phenomenologically, but not completely confirmed: 

PC ++ +- +-(1) The x (3410) has J "" 0 . The decay into 1r rr and K K demands 

JPC "' (even)++ and within the p-wave states only 0++ and 2++ are then possible. 
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The photon angular distribution for 1/!' - 'YO+ must b'e 1 + cos
2 

8, which is con

sistent with the observed distribution1 for x (3410). This ordering of the 0+ and 

+ 2 mesons is consistent with the old spectroscopy artd with the ordering of the 

p-wave quark-antiquark states in rea·sonable potential models. 

(2) The branching ratio for 1/! '(3684)- 'Y x (3455) is ~ 10%. If this 

branching ratio were larger than 10% then the monochromatic photon line would 

have been easily seen in the inclusive gamma ray spectrum. 
1

• 
6 

Furthermore 

the x (3455) would then have to decay predominantly into channels other than 

'Y 1/! (since1 BR(I/!' -'Yx (3455)- 'Y'Y 1/!) ""' 1 %), and it becomes very difficult to see 

how it could have escaped having a prominent decay in some hadronic channel, 

as do the other x 's. 

Even with the 0+, 1+, and 2+ p-wave states arranged to have increasing 

mass, starting with 0++ at 3410 MeV, there are still three possible ways to 

assign spins and parities to the remaining states, corresponding to putting the 

pseudoscalar at 3455, 3505 or 3545 MeV, respectively. The latter two possi

bilities may be rejected on several grounds. First, ·x (3455) would then have 

+ . . + 
to be the 1 state and the rate for 1/! ' - y 1 is calculable from that for 

1/J' - 'Y 0 +within the model of the particles as bound states of heavy quarks 

where these are related electric dipole transitions. 7' 
8 

Given the observation
1 

of a 5 to 10% branching ratio for 1/!' - 'Y x (3410), a 1 +assignment for x (3455) 

would mean 1/!' - 'Y x (3455) with a branching ratio of 10-20%. This contradicts. 

our "quasi-fact" (2). Second, both the states at 3505 and 3550 are known to 

have important decays into hadrolis. If either is the pseudoscalar partner 

(77c ') of the 1/J', then the pseudoscalar partner (77c) of the 1/! should have similar 

decays with at least as large a branching fraction. 9 Furthermore, we expect 

r (1/! I - 'Y77c' ) ""' r (1/J - 'Y77c)' assuming equal phase space.
10 

In branching 

•· 
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fraction the latter decay then would be r (1/!' :- all)/ r (1/! - all) ""' 3.3 times 

greater than the former. Therefore the branching ratio for 1/! "- 'Y11c- 'Y + hadrons 

should be significantly stronger than that for 1/!' - 'Y11 ' - 'Y + hadrons. But c 

1/!' - 'YX (3505) - 'Y + hadrons or 1/!' - 'YX (3550)- 'Y + hadrons are clearly seen, 

while neither the monochromatic gamma ray line from the 1/! nor 1/! - 'Y71 c - 'Y + 

hadrons is seen. We conclude that the most plausible assignment
11 

of states is: 

X (3545) : 3p2, 

X (3505) : 3p 1' 

JPC = 2++ 

JPC = 1++ 

X (3455) : 1g
0
•, JPC = 

X (3410) : 3p
0

, JPC = 

0-+ 

0++ 

The splitting of the p-wave states is roughly an order of magnitude larger 

' 12 than would be predicted by assuming the spin dependent forces arise only 

· from (Coulomb-like) colored gluon exchange at short distances in the framework 

of an asymptotically free gauge theory cJ. strong interactions. Moreover, we 

have the ratio 

+ + 
M(2 ) - M(l ) ""' ~ = O 47 
M(l +) - M(O+) 0·95 . . 

(1) 

With just an L.s term in the effective Hamiltonian, one expects a value of2. A 

more sophisticated analysis, 13 reducing the relativistic interaction due to an 

effective gluon exchange14 to non-relativistic form in analogy to treatments of 
positronium, leads one to expect contributions to the p-wave mass splittings 

from both L-s and tensor operator terms in the effective Hamiltonian. It bas 

been pointed out13 that with an arbitrary combination of Coulomb and linear 

(confining) potentials binding the quark and antiquark together, the ratio in 

Eq. (1) should lie between 0.8 and 1.4. The observed value lies outside this 
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range, presumably indicating the inadequacy of such an approach to the problem. 

The discrepancy is too large to be resolved by including the effect of mixing 

with virtual continuum pairs, which is only expected
15 

to shift the relative 

masses by ~ 15 MeV. 

We may proceed further by using the information on the relative rates for 

.11'' - y x - y y 1/! for each of the p-states. First we note that 

r<2+- all) 
+ r(l -all) 

+ 
BR(l/J'-yl -yyl/!) 

+ BR(Ii''- y2 - y yl/!) 

+ ' + 
q2 -rlJ!> rw - y2 > 

+ + r (1 - y 1/! > r w - y 1 > 
(2) 

The first factor is just the ratio of observed 1/J' - yyl/! events (corrected for 

detection efficiency) proceeding through the 1+ and 2+ intermediate states, 

respectively, which is experimentanl ~ 3. The)atter two factors are both 

computable within the context of the picture of the mesons as bound states of 

heavy quarks and antiquarks where the relative rates
8 

for 1/J' - y
3

PJ and the 

relative rates16 for 3PJ- yl/! are predicted. With our assignment of states 

we compute17 from (2) and the experimental ratio of yyl/! e~ents, 

+ r(2 -all) 
+ r(l -all) 

+ + 
r(2 - yl/!) + r(2 - hadrons) "" 3.1 . 

+ + 
r(l - yl/!) + r(l - hadrons) 

Since our assumption of electric dipole transitions implies r(2+- yl/!) 

1.3 r(l + ..... yl/! ), we find from Eq. (3): 

+ + 
r(2 - hadrons) "" 31 + 18 r(l - yljl) 

+ . . + 
r (1 - hadrons) r (1 - hadrons) 

(3) 

(4) 

A similar analysis may be performed replacing the 2 + state with the 0 + 

state at 3410 MeV. If we take seriously a candidate event for 1/J'- yO+ -yyl/! 

from DESY4' 18 and one from the magnetic detector1 at SPEAR (corresponding 
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to a briiJlching ratio~ 1/4%), we have 
+ 

BR(Ijl'- yl - yylji) "" 
+ 

BR(Ii''- y 0 - yyli') 

,_,-_ 

12 . 

The analog of Eq. (4), using the same assumptions, then is 

+ 
r(O - hadrons) , 

+ 
r (1 - hadJ;'ons) 

r(l+- yli') 
6 5 

+ c6.0 + hadrons) · r(l - · 
(5) 

Now B;R(l/J' -·'Yl+- yyl/J)"" 3%.
1

•5 while the 5 to 10%Qranching ratio1 for 

+ 
1/!' - yO and the a.ssumptioil of electric dipole transitions implies that 

4.5% < BR(l/J'- yl +) < 9% (with a central value of "" 6%). Therefore the ratio 

r(1+- yl/J > 
+ ' r(1 -. hadrons) 

which appears in both Eqs. (4) and (5) is at least 0.5 (and more likely ~ 1). As 

a result, from Eq. (4), 

+ 
r(2 - hadrons) > 4 , 

+ ~ 
r (1 ' - hadrons) 

and more likely is "" 5, while from Eq. (5), 

+ 
r (0 - hadrons) > 9 

'+ ~ 
r (1 - hadrons) 

IUld more likely is"" 12. If instead of BR(l/! 1 - yO+-. yyl/!) "" 1/4%, we take 

. BR(l/J' ..... yO+- yyl/!) !50 1/2%. the previous up~r limit fro~ SPEAR5: then 

+ + 
r (0 - hadrons)/r (1 - hadrons) ~ 5. 

While improvements in the measurements of 1/J' - y
3
PJ- yyl/! are 

obviously needed, we believe that the qualitative point is already estal,>lished: 
' + + ' 

both the 0 · and 2 states have absolute decay widths into hadrons many times 

that of the 1 + state. This is in qualitative accord with the picture that such 

badronic decays for C = + states proceed via two massle~s (colored) vector 
19 

gluons. Sin~;:e a spin one state cannot decay into two massless vector particles, 
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+ the 1 state should have ve'ry much suppressed decays into hadrons. An 

investigation of the decay of the 1 + state by Barbieri ~ .!!:!: 20 
bas shown a 

singular binding dependence (in the weak binding limit) for the decay into one 

massless and one massive gluon (coupled to a qq pair). They find quantitatively 

19 + . + + . . that r(2 ..._ badrons): r(l -" hadrons), r(O - badrons) = 4:"" 1 : 15. 

This is certaitHy qualitatively similar to our results and even quantitatively 

consistent considering experimental uncertainties. 

Note that although t(2+ ..... hadrons)"' 5 r(l+- hadrons) we still expect 

+ + BR(l/1' - 'Y2 - 'Y + badrons) to be comparable to BR(l/1' .... 'Y 1 ..... 'Y + hadrons). 

In fact, their ratio is expected to be
8 

BR(¢1 - :y2+- :y+ badrons) = r(p' ._ y2+) + BR(2 - badrons) 
+ . + 

BR(I/I' - 'Yl - 'Y+ hadrmis) r(¢' - 'Yl ) 
+ BR(l - hadrons) 

= 0.79 BR.(2+- badronfi) 
+ BR(l - badrons) 

. . + . 8 
While the observed BR(l/1 1 - 'Y2 - 'Y'Y¢) "" 1% and a calculated 

+ BR(I/I' - 'Y2 ) "" 5% leads us (allowing for eXperimental uncertainty) to 

.. (6) 

+ + . 
10% ~ BR(2 - y¢) ~ 30% and hence 70% ~ BR(2 - hadrons) ~ 90%, a 

similar argliment leads us to 30% ~ BR(l +- hadrons) ~ 60%. Thus, the 

right hand side of Eq. (6) should lie roughly between 1.0 and 2.4. If a particular 

::1: + - + - . . channel, e. g. , 4tr , lr ,.. K K , is thE! same proportion of all hadronic decays 

for both the 1 + and 2 + states, we then expect roughly equal (but favoring the 2 + 

state) 1+ and 2+ peaks In a plot of number of events!!· invariant mass for 

events with a missing gamma ray in 1/1' decays. This explains why '*x (3530)'1 

appeared (with insufficient resolution) as a broad 11 state" in badronic decays -

both x (3505) and x (3545) have comparable contributions to various hadronic 

channels giving the impression of a broader state centered between them. · If 

1(; ' 
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+ . . + 
BR(l/1' - 'Y2 - 'Y + badrons) had been much greater than BR(l/1' - 'Yl -. 'Y + 

badrons), then only a single narrow peak at 3545 MeV would have been seen 

previously in hadronic decays. 

We now turn our attention to the state at 3455 MeV, which we have taken 

tentatively to be the pseudoscalar partner of the 1/i ' • It is observed1 decaying 

into 'Y¢, with BR.(l/1' - 'YX (3455)- nl/1) t.. 1%. 

Bilt we also have a constraint on t(x (3455)- 'Yifi ). the gamma ray decay 

of the 1/1' into the pseudoscalar partner of the 1/1 bas the same (magnetic dipOle) 

matriX element if we take them as s•wave quark-antiquai'k bound states. 

. .· 3 
Taking the pseudoscalar partner of the 1/J to be the X(2.8), we find using p 

phase space, 

r<x<3455)- 'Yifi>,; o.25 r(¢'- 'YX>. ('7) 

EXperimentally/h t(¢' - 'YX) < 4.5 keV. Therefore 

r(x (3455)- 'Yifi) ~ 1.1 keV. (8) 

However, 'Y¢ must be at least a 10% mode of x (3455), for otherwise 'Y x (3455) 

becomes more than a 10% mode of the ¢1 , violating our "quasi-fact". (2). 

Therefore we conclude 

r (X (3455) -all) ~ 11 keV! (9) 

EVen if we drop the X(2.8) as the pseudoscalar partner of the 1/J and juSt demand 

that it lie below the 1/1 mass and also allow yi/J to be only aS% mode of x (3455), 

we still have22 

r (X (3455) - all) ~ 70. ke V . (10) 

This is a disaster for the two glilon annihilation picture of hildronic decays, 

. 7 19 
which with x (3455) the pseudoscalar partner of the 1/J ', would have ' 
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4 +-r(x(3455)- yy) ... 3 r(ljl' _,. e e ) = 2.8 keV, (11) 

and the two gluon width (i.e. badronic width)- 103 times this .. Our upper limit 

is about two orders of magnitude smaller; i.e. we get.tens of keV instead of 

several MeV. Notice that this conclusion is actually tndependent of whether we 

take x (3455), x (3505) or x (3545) as the pseudoscalar partner of the 1/1' : all 

have substantial branching ratios into yl/1 and a similar limit on their total 

width holds no matter which is the pseudoscalar. 23 

Another independent argument indicates serious difficulty for the x (3455) 

being the 1)c' and decaying into hadron& via annihilation into gluons. Based on 
. . . .1 . : . 

the absence of observed hac:lronic modes , r (X (3455) - hadrons) is very likely 

to be no more than
24 

a few times t (X (3455) - yl/! ). But the inhibited magnetic 

dipOle transition from a radial excitation to the ground state, 1jc' - yl/1, should 

be smaller 7' 15 for a system of heavy quarks than the electric dipole decays, 

1/1' - 'Y X, which are now known experimentally to have widths up to ::.· 20 keV. 

Therefore, r(x (3455) -hadron&) is expected to be at most in the range of 

several tens of keV, which again is in Serious disagreement with a few MeV as 

expected in the gluon annihilation pictlll'e. 

We are thus driven theoretically to consider the possibility that X (3455) = 1lc• 

the pseudoscalar partner of the 1/1 rather than the lf!'. Bounds (9)and (10)then evapo• 

rate, but the situation still appears incompatible with the gluon annihilation picture: 

one must face y¢ being a non-negligible mode of x(3455) and ask why no clear 

hadronic decays are yet seen even though their total width is supposed to be 

several MeV. And this is aside from the mass difference of the pseudoscalar 

and the corresponding vector state being - 350 MeV, which is not only sur

prisingly large but of the wrong sign compared to naive expectation. 

,. ~---,... 
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In summary, we have seen that the four even cbal'ge conjugation states 

between 1/1 and 1/1' fit very well qualitatively ilito tbe general picture of tbe new 

mesons being bound states of a new quark and its corresponding antiqua:tk. 

They exactly fill up the expected 3 P0, 3P1, 3 P2 and 1s0' slots eXpeCted in such 

a picture; and we have suggested an assignment of spins and parities oii this 

basis. 

What does not work so well is the picture of heavy Iion ... relativistic quarks 

in a simple potential. In particular, one has a mass spiltting of tHe 3:P states 

which fits rio combination of Coulomb, linear, and harmonic potentials when the 

problem is treated in analogy with that for positroniu.m. 

Even more _contradictory is the comparison with experiment when the 

picture of bound heaVy qU:atks is married with that of hadronic decays pro

ceeding through annihilation into colored vector gluons. For the 3 P states we 

have-found evidence that the relative rates are at least iil qualitative accord 

with the data. But lf x (3455) is established, then it should be the pseudoscalar 

and its width. into hadrons is too small by orders of magnitUde. This very miXed 

list of successes and failures calls into question the eariy hope that the new · 

particles would provide a proving ground in a Simple setting for an underlying 

theory of hadton dynamics. 
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States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability qr 
responsibility for . the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infring~ privately owned rights. 
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